To: RDA Steering Committee

From: Anne Welsh, RSC Secretary

Subject: Proposal to Revise Corporate Body: Jurisdiction and Place: Jurisdiction

Governed Of

The text below sets out the decisions taken by the RDA Steering Committee during the Public Session on 17 October 2023.

The original proposal, RSC/PlacesWG/2023/2 is available on the RSC website and with a stable URI in the institutional repository. The discussion in the meeting is recorded as Item 418 in RSC/Minutes/413-443 (and with stable URI in the repository).

RSC/PlacesWG/2023/2 consisted of 3 recommendations. They were all approved by voting members of the RSC, with the additional change of wording from “place governed of” to “place governed by” to reflect the more usual preposition used in standard English.

**RSC/PlacesWG/2023/2 Recommendations**

**Recommendation 1**

Revise the labels for Corporate Body: jurisdiction governed and Place: jurisdiction governed of to Corporate Body: place governed and Place: place governed by.

**Recommendation 2**
**Marked up version**

**jurisdiction** place governed

**Definition and scope**

A place that is a jurisdiction governed by a law, regulation, etc., that was enacted by another governed by a corporate body who is a government.

**Clean version**

A place that is governed by a corporate body who is a government.

**Recommendation 3**

**Marked up version**

**jurisdiction** place governed of by

**Definition and scope**

A corporate body who is a government of a jurisdiction governed by a law, regulation, etc., that was enacted by another government place.

**Clean version**

A corporate body who is a government of a place.